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SPIRABEL® BALNEO/PISCINE
Suction and delivery ~ Special duty

White spiral in rigid and
shock-proof PVC
Wall in soft and green
transparent PVC

Marking : SPIRAFUEL Ø inn [batch number]

Spiral hose for hydrocarbon transfer, 
reinforced with a white, rigid and shock-proof PVC spiral in a
green transparent soft PVC wall.

CONNECTORS
Symmetrical connectors (Guillemin or Storz) with band collars
thanks to the smooth cover. We recommend checking before
assembly that the fittings cannot harm the inner wall.

CHEMICAL RESISTANCE
See table column B.
WARNING
Spiral hoses have in general an elongation under pressure that
can be important when temperature is above 40°C. This has to be
considered before installation. We remain at your disposal for any
question on this issue.

ADVANTAGES
Spirafuel is light, very flexible and resistant. Its very smooth inner
wall assures low flow losses. Its outer wall is also smooth, helping
the connection of fittings using usual band collars and reducing
abrasion on the floor. Its transparency allows the control of
transferred products.

APPLICATIONS
- Suction and delivery of various 

hydrocarbon liquids

SECTORS OF ACTIVITY
Industry, agriculture, Building

Green

Hose reinforced with a rigid spiral
in a white soft PVC wall.

Warning : 
designation by the outside diameter

ADVANTAGES
The manufacturing process designed to make Spirabel Balneo
assures smooth inner and outer walls and a high precision of the
outer diameter. This brings a total compatibility with plastic
connectors used for swimming-pools or spas. 
This hose is highly resistant to crushing and vacuum.

CONNECTORS
Usual plastic connectors for swimming-pool building.

CHEMICAL RESISTANCE
See table column A.
WARNING
Spiral hoses have in general an elongation under pressure that
can be important when temperature is above 40°C. This has to be
considered before installation. We remain at your disposal for any
question on this issue.

Marking : SPIRABEL BALNEO Ø out [batch number]

White spiral in rigid PVC
Wall in soft and white PVC.
Inner and outer smooth

APPLICATIONS
Swimming-pools and spas

White

20
25

25,2 +/- 0,6 2,6 247 21 7 800 60
30,4 +/- 0,6 2,7 306 21 7 800 75

mm

mm

32 +/- 0,4 346 21 7 80
40 +/- 0,4 513 19 6 120
50 +/- 0,4 633 18 6 190
63 +/- 0,4 943 15 5 250


